Eddie Carlson’s pigeon carrying case and
bag of secret pigeon show stuff.

Julia and Eddie Carlson, Effort, PA preparing for the next day’s show. You’ve got
to unload ‘em, feed, water and clean ‘em
for their time in front of the judge.

One of Eddie’s
show stoppers!

One of Ed’s
flying Tipplers!
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Ed (our Eastern Board Director) and
Rosine Buraczewski, Holbrook, NY take
a little time out from their hectic show
duties to smile for the camera. And after
the show’s over he works up his usual
detailed report for our club. Thanks Ed.
And he does this for several clubs in
addition to the FTS.

“Tiny” Celestino Concepcion (Vice
President, I think) of the American
Tippler Union (ATU) at the show with
a box load of his flying Tipplers.

And here’s a photo of one of Tiny’s
best that he brought to the show.

*And while I’m on the subject of the ATU, in
the background in the photo of Eddie Carlson
on the front page is Ed Buraczewski (who I
believe is the President of the ATU) with Clarence Williams, the long-time Secretary of the
ATU. See what I mean, ‘ya meet a lot of
good Tippler folks at these pigeon shows.

This is one of Drago’s fine feathered
friends getting prettied up for its time in
front of the judges at Lancaster.

This is Jennifer and Drago Kalebic, of
North Bergen, NJ also taking a little time
out from their show duties to say hello and
smile for the FTS camera.
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Here’s Alen Jagesic surrounded (clockwise)
by his wife Terezija, daughter Tea and son
Deni. It’s always a pleasure to meet the family. And in the background I see Eddie Carson Drago Kalebic and Rose Buraczewski.

This is one of Alen’s Tipplers participating in the National Show, Lancaster, PA
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Ed Buraczewski assisting and Ray
Marchand Judging a total of 126
Tipplers for about 5 hours.

Stan Ogozalek, Hazlet, NJ and
John Smith, Philadelphia, PA
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